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2006 marked the 10th anniversary of the founding of Amazon

Watch and our ongoing partnership with indigenous peoples on the

front lines of the battle to save the Amazon. 

Although 2006 was a turbulent time for the Amazon, there was no

shortage of good news. Satellite images showed that, at least for

the first six months, deforestation rates in the Brazilian Amazon had

slowed down to their lowest levels in 15 years; this was in part

attributed to lower soy prices making rainforest destruction less prof-

itable. Another source of hope was the election of Rafael Correa as

President of Ecuador. He joined the ranks of Evo Morales and other

progressive Latin American leaders in challenging the unsustainable,

export-driven, “free trade” policies imposed by international financial 

MESSAGE FROM 

THE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR

Youngsters in Sarayaku, Ecuador (Pachamama Alliance)
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institutions such as the World Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank. Also in Ecuador, indigenous peoples in
the Southern Amazon celebrated a de facto moratorium on
new oil concessions. Meanwhile, in Peru, the Achuar won a
historic agreement to end the dumping of nearly a million
barrels a day of toxic wastewater on their lands.

On a more sobering note, the Peruvian Government moved
ahead with the auction of 13 new oil and gas concessions,
leaving nearly 70 percent of the Peruvian Amazon open to oil
and gas drilling. Many of the new concessions overlap the ter-
ritories of isolated indigenous peoples (who shun contact with
the outside world) as well as natural protected areas. The
United Nations General Assembly provided another disap-
pointment when, after 22 years of debate, it failed to ratify the
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, sparking an
international outcry. However as this report was going to print,
the General Assembly adopted the Declaration, a major victo-
ry for indigenous peoples around the world. Meanwhile, in
Colombia, the government pressed ahead with its troubling
plans to drill on the ancestral cloud-forests of the U’wa.

The Amazon basin, which houses one third of the Earth’s
species and accounts for one fifth of all its freshwater, has
already lost as much as 20 percent of its forest cover. Another
20 percent has been degraded. In 2006, the notion that the
Amazon rainforest was reaching a “tipping point”, with cata-
strophic consequences for global climate systems, gained

widespread public attention following warnings from leading
scientists.  “If the Amazon loses more than 40 percent of its
forest cover, we will reach a turning point from where we can-
not reverse the savannization process of the world’s largest
forest,” warned Carlos Nobre, a senior meteorologist at Brazil’s
National Space Research Institute (INPE).

Given that the Amazon drives weather systems around the
world, climate models show that deforestation in the Amazon
would lead to serious reductions in rainfall in North America
in the spring and summer seasons, when water is needed for
crop irrigation. As these complex interactions between glob-
al warming and tropical deforestation accelerate, the interna-
tional community urgently needs to place the Amazon at the
heart of attempts to stop and reverse climate change.

The coming years will mark a watershed for the Amazon
rainforest and the indigenous peoples that have lived in har-
mony with its abundant biodiversity since time immemorial.
Guided by the wisdom and determination of Amazonian
peoples, we stand ready to challenge the forces of destruc-
tion for another decade. We invite you to join us in this mon-
umental battle for life on our fragile planet. 

For theEarth,

Atossa Soltani, 
Founder and Executive Director
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Amazon Watch works with indigenous and environ-

mental partner organizations in the Amazon Basin

to defend the environment and advance indigenous

peoples’ rights in the face of large-scale industrial

development projects such as oil and gas

pipelines, power lines, roads, and other mega-proj-

ects.  We work closely with indigenous

Amazonians to protect their territories and amplify

their voices in the global North.

OUR MISSION

Achuar children, Peru (Nathalie Weemaels)
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Support rainforest peoples

Above all, we believe that indigenous
peoples have the right to decide
whether and how development takes
place on their lands.  We train local
communities in media outreach, politi-
cal and legal strategies, and we pro-
vide funding and equipment such as
digital cameras and laptop computers
to empower them to defend their col-
lective and territorial rights and repre-
sent themselves in the crucial battle
for public opinion.  We also bring
Amazonian community leaders to meet
with national and international deci-
sion-makers, thus giving them an all-
too-rare opportunity to speak for them-
selves at transnational corporations’
shareholder meetings, development
bank consultations and directly with
U.S. media outlets.

Monitor projects

Amazon Watch closely monitors a 
range of mega-industrial projects in the
Amazon Basin, which their proponents
claim bring “development” to the region
and its communities. We hold corpora-
tions and the international financial insti-
tutions accountable for the environmen-
tal and social impacts of their policies
and on-the-ground practices.  In remote
frontier regions, where the rule of law is
limited to non-existent, indigenous peo-
ples find themselves engaged in a mas-
sively unfair battle with the forces of
globalization.  All too frequently, the lack
of meaningful safeguards signifies that
local communities are devastated by the
destruction of the forests and rivers that
results from mega-projects.  At Amazon
Watch, we investigate and publicize
these transgressions and advance the
demands of local communities.

Influence policy

Amazon Watch seeks to influence the
policies of transnational corporations,
international financial institutions and
national governments.  We encourage
them to fully respect human rights,
adopt stronger environmental and
social safeguards and to enforce exist-
ing standards.  We also publicly advo-
cate for a more democratic and sus-
tainable developmental model — a
model which takes into account the
full economic, scientific, ecological,
cultural and intrinsic value of the
Amazon Basin’s forests and biodiversi-
ty, and its contribution to regulating
and stabilizing climate around the
planet.

OUR STRATEGIES

E
g

Shuar leader Domingo Ankuash and Kichwa leader Jose
Gualinga in Houston (Mirjam Mahler)

Chevron's former operations in Ecuador 
(Frente de Defensa de la Amazonia)

Cofan Leader Emergildo Criollo and Attorney Steven
Donziger show water samples from Chevron affected

communities (Thomas Cavanagh/Amazon Watch)
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2006 marked another active and productive year in Amazon

Watch’s campaign seeking justice for the thousands of people

affected by the deliberate dumping of 18.5 billion gallons of toxic

wastewaters by Texaco (now Chevron) in the northern Ecuadorian

rainforest.

Now, after more than a decade of legal battles in the United

States and Ecuador, a judgment in the landmark class-action law-

suit against the oil major is finally in sight, with the court expected

to reach a decision in 2008. As that climax nears, Chevron is

expected to ramp up its defense tactics, both in and out of court,

demanding even greater vigilance from Amazon Watch in support

of the integrity of the judicial process and, more broadly, the

demands of the 30,000 plaintiffs.

THE CLEAN UP

ECUADOR 

CAMPAIGN

Emergildo Criollo, Cofan Leader outside Chevron's annual
general meeting (Atossa Soltani/Amazon Watch)
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January

The Clean Up Ecuador Campaign
kicks off 2006 with a “win” for
Chevron in the category of environ-
mental corporate irresponsibility at the
Public Eye Awards in Davos to coin-
cide with the annual gathering of the
World Economic Forum. Amazon
Watch addresses the global audience
during the ceremony in Switzerland to
accept the internationally-recognized
“prize” on behalf of Chevron.

February

The pressure increases on Chevron as
Amazon Watch lodges an official com-
plaint with the Securities Exchange
Commission (SEC) about the corpora-
tion’s failure to disclose its potential
multi-billion dollar liability in Ecuador to
shareholders, a breach of federal regu-

lations. Subsequently, SEC investiga-
tors contact both Amazon Watch and
Chevron for additional information as
the regulatory agency fleshes out
Chevron’s refusal to present investors
with accurate, timely and useful infor-
mation about its Ecuador disaster.

Meanwhile, Senators Barack Obama
and Patrick Leahy send a public letter
to the U.S. Trade Representative urg-
ing him to ignore Chevron’s behind-
the-scenes lobbying to improperly tie
trade negotiations with Ecuador to the
shutting down of the landmark class-
action environmental lawsuit; the trial
continues and remains off the table in
bilateral trade talks.

April

Once again, Amazon Watch attends
Chevron’s annual general meeting for

shareholders, this time held in
Houston. Indigenous Cofán leader
Emergildo Criollo accompanies us
and, to a packed house, asks Chevron
CEO David O’Reilly: “Do you want our
tribe to die off?” Mr. O’Reilly fails to
respond. One shareholder resolution,
informed by Amazon Watch’s analyses
and calling on Chevron to adopt a
comprehensive, transparent, verifiable
human rights policy receives 25 per-
cent support, an impressive outcome
for a stockholder proposal.

September

Amazon Watch distributes a letter to
Chevron employees urging them to
stand up to company management
over the handling of the Ecuador dis-
aster.  Despite the gravity of the situa-
tion in Ecuador, the letter ends on a

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
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conciliatory note: “Even at this stage, a
sharp change of direction in Chevron’s
strategy, both in and out of court,
could make Chevron an industry
leader that lives up to its stated values
of social and environmental responsi-
bility not only in San Ramon, but in the
global community as well.”

October

The Clean Up Ecuador Campaign
wins third prize in the Business Ethics

Network’s annual BENNY Awards for
advancing corporate accountability.
The $5,000 award again publicly sig-
nals the momentum created by
Amazon Watch to hold Chevron to
account for its deliberate toxic dump-
ing in Ecuador. Meanwhile, Amazon
Watch and the plaintiffs’ legal team
are invited by UC Berkeley’s Human
Rights Center and its law school to
talk about the case in a major public
event.
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Opposite page Left photo: Entering the Chevron
annual general meeting in Houston 
(Thomas Cavanagh/Amazon Watch) 

Opposite page Right photo: At left, plaintiffs attorney 
Pablo Fajardo at a field inspection in the landmark 
lawsuit against Chevron
(Atossa Soltani/Amazon Watch)

Below: Chevron's legacy in Ecuador 
(Kevin Koenig/Amazon Watch)
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ConocoPhillips is the new focus of this campaign after the

board of Burlington Resources approved the Houston-

based oil giant’s $36 billion take-over in March 2006. As

part of that deal, ConocoPhillips inherited drilling “rights” to

blocks 23 and 24 in a vast, undisturbed area of the south-

ern Ecuadorian Amazon inhabited for centuries by indige-

nous Achuar, Shuar and Kichwa communities.

With Amazon Watch’s support, those communities have

successfully blocked the oil industry from entering their

lands for over a decade, first in the guise of ARCO and

then Burlington Resources. Now, the struggle continues,

with an urgent need to educate ConocoPhillips’ manage-

SOUTHERN

ECUADOR 

PROGRAM
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May

Amazon Watch brings a delegation of
three indigenous leaders to
ConocoPhillips’ annual general meet-
ing in Houston. The delegation, a fol-
low-up to our December 2005 letter
to ConocoPhillips management when
the news of their proposed take-over
of Burlington first broke, appeared to
make a serious impact on both com-
pany investors and management.
Domingo Ankuash, a Shuar indigenous
leader spoke to ConocoPhillips CEO
James Mulva and shareholders:
“Conoco has bought a problem.
Burlington tried for six years and was-
n’t able to begin any oil activities.” Mr.
Mulva offered a glimpse of hope with
his response, stating publicly that the
two concessions were “under review”
and that no final decisions had yet
been taken.

June

Amazon Watch Communications Team
member John Parnell travels to the
Kichwa community of Sarayaku for the
second phase of technical capacity-
building trainings with a team of
Kichwa youth. The team installs a
radio communication system and solar
power, which serve to help this front-
line community defend its collective
rights and territory in the face of oil
extraction, rights abuses, and military
threat.   

September

Mr. Mulva fails to respond to an
Amazon Watch letter asking for a clear
statement of ConocoPhillips’ inten-
tions regarding blocks 23 and 24.
Amazon Watch publicly pressures Mr.
Mulva for an answer during a visit to
San Francisco to deliver a speech to
the financial community.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Opposite page: Ancient buttress tree in the
Ecuadorian Amazon (Lou Dematteis)

Left photo: Kichwa girl form Sarayaku 
(Atossa Soltani/Amazon Watch)

Right photo: Achuar greeting ceremony 
(Pachamama Alliance)

ment about the fruitless attempts by its

predecessors to drill for oil in the face

of unanimous and determined opposi-

tion from the local communities on

whose land these two concessions

have been super-imposed.  It appears

our campaigning during 2006 may be

paying off, following a statement from

the company’s CEO at the May 2007

annual general meeting that Ecuador is

now at the bottom of the company’s list

of priorities for a range of reasons,

including community opposition.
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Amazon Watch’s newest program began with a bang during 2006, with a highly

successful celebrity delegation to the Corrientes River basin, a region ravaged by

the oil industry over more than three decades, and then two significant victories for

the area’s Achuar people and the Peruvian Amazon more generally.

During the first half of 2007, Amazon Watch and the Achuar built on these achieve-

ments to put Occidental Petroleum (Oxy) under sustained pressure, culminating in

the Achuar’s filing a lawsuit in May 2007 in Los Angeles Superior Court against Oxy

for the nine billion barrels of toxic wastewaters it dumped on Achuar land. We hope

to maintain the pressure and make this new program a central plank of our work —

until the Achuar achieve justice and their rainforest homelands are remediated and

permanently protected.

NORTHERN 

PERU 

PROGRAM
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May

Amazon Watch participates in a fact-
finding mission led by EarthRights
International to the Corrientes region
of the Northern Peruvian Amazon.  We
provide logistical and operational sup-
port to a team of experts– including a
doctor, nurse, lawyers, soil scientist,
agronomist, environmental engineer,
and chemist – to assess the environ-
mental and health impacts of
Occidental Petroleum’s former opera-
tions on five Achuar communities.  The
information is later used as documen-
tation for the Achuar’s filing a legal
case against Oxy in May 2007.

July

Of indigenous Peruvian descent, the
actress Q’orianka Kilcher, who starred
as Pocahontas in the film “The New
World”, is named as Amazon Watch’s
Youth Ambassador and spearheads a

delegation to the Corrientes. Her pres-
ence at the Lima premiere of the
movie makes front-page news in Peru
and focuses public and political
debate on the plight of the Ahcuar and
the environmental catastrophe left by
Oxy, and then worsened by new con-
cessionaire Pluspetrol.

October

After two weeks of peaceful protest by
nearly 1,000 Achuar men, women and
children, closing down Peru’s largest
oil facility, Pluspetrol and the Peruvian
government reluctantly agree to re-
inject the formation waters from the oil
exploration on Achuar land and pro-
vide medical treatment and one year of
emergency food supplies to the
Achuar. The victory is a testament to
the quiet determination of the Achuar.
It also comes despite the Peruvian
government sending in the armed
national police to surround the protes-

tors with orders to restart the oil
pumps that the Achuar peacefully shut
down. Amazon Watch plays a key role
in drawing international attention to
the dispute and ensuring that the
Peruvian government understands that
human rights must be respected in its
resolution.

December

At the invitation of Amazon Watch,
Achuar leaders tour Los Angeles,
home to Oxy, and Houston, home to
ConocoPhillips, which recently
acquired the oil “rights” to more
Achuar land in Peru. The tour has a
number of aims– to pressure Oxy to
clean up the contamination it left
behind and persuade both
ConocoPhillips and Oxy to renounce
any intention of drilling new areas on
Achuar land. During the tour, Oxy pub-
licly concedes that it is leaving Peru,
quitting the Amazon for the first time in
more than three decades. The admis-
sion comes following heavy pressure
from Amazon Watch. The news is
picked up by media around the world,
including the Los Angeles Times,
Oxy’s hometown paper. Six months
later, the company retracts its state-
ment publicly stating that “deal” to
release its ownership in some its Peru
blocks had fallen through.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Opposite page: Achuar's October 2006 blockade 
of oil operations in Northern Peru (FECONACO)

Above: Amazon Watch Youth Ambassador Q'orianka
Kilcher with Achuar Leaders Marcial Huaman, 
Jorge Fachin, and Gonzalo Payma (Greg Gorman)
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Over the course of 2006, this program increasingly focused on preventing the

Camisea gas project from expanding into a second phase that would spread the

controversial hydrocarbon development’s damaging impacts across a vast new area

of pristine rainforest and to the indigenous communities that live there. Those

impacts include deforestation, erosion and the loss of fish and game populations on

which local native communities, including some of the last still living in isolation any-

where in the Amazon Basin, depend.

As part of this strategy, Amazon Watch worked to highlight the multiple failings of

the first phase of the project and hold the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)

to account for its financing of the project. As we continue to campaign around

Camisea, Amazon Watch hopes that this emblematic project will provide a model to

the IDB and other international financial institutions, such as the World Bank, of the

kind of project not to finance.  

SOUTHERN 

PERU 

PROGRAM
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February

An independent technical evaluation
conducted by non-profit engineering
consultancy E-Tech International
reveals that the spill-prone Camisea
pipeline was shoddily built using
unqualified welders. The report helps
to frame the discussion at the IDB’s
semi-annual public consultation on
Camisea, which Amazon Watch publi-
cizes. The findings also fuel debate in
the Peruvian legislature.

April

Under heavy pressure from Amazon
Watch and partner organizations, the
President of the IDB admits there are
major problems with Camisea. He
makes his admission to the Financial
Times, which covers the story follow-
ing a tip-off from Amazon Watch, at
the IDB’s annual meeting in Belo
Horizonte, Brazil. Amazon Watch also

organized a delegation of Peruvians to
the meeting to lobby Bank governors
and directors about Camisea and,
more broadly, the IDB’s feeble safe-
guards for the environment and the
rights of indigenous peoples.

June

A report released by a special commit-
tee of the Peruvian Congress confirms
E-Tech’s findings that the Camisea
pipeline was sub-standard and leak-
prone. The report, which was commis-
sioned as a direct response to the
original E-Tech study, causes an outcry
in Peru and focuses the political and
public debate on the many problems
with Camisea. 

July

Amazon Watch publicly voices con-
cerns over the IDB’s initiation of the
due diligence process on Camisea II

before the numerous issues with
Camisea I are resolved. In Washington
DC, Camisea comes under unprece-
dented scrutiny as the U.S. Senate’s
Committee on Foreign Relations holds
a hearing on the project. Hosted by
Amazon Watch and others, Carlos
Herrera Descalzi, a former Peruvian
Minister of Energy and Mines, tells the
Committee that Camisea’s original
objective of providing the Peruvian
market with low cost energy had been
subverted by the project consortia’s
determination to export the gas for
profit.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Opposite page: Machiguenga kids in the Urubamba
River Valley, Peru (Atossa Soltani/Amazon Watch)

Left photo: Oil drums from the Camisea Poject, Peru
(Henry Pilares)

Right photo: Camisea transforms the rainforest
(Simeon Tegel/Amazon Watch)
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With the Colombian national oil company

Ecopetrol deciding to begin seismic test-

ing in the heart of U’wa territory, 2006

was a landmark year for sister organiza-

tion the UDP, as it joined forces with us

in January, becoming Amazon Watch’s

fifth campaign.

Amazon Watch staff traveled four times

to Colombia in 2006 to help the U’wa

build and strengthen national and inter-

national support networks, including

helping to re-connect the U’wa with

Colombian allies.  Amazon Watch also

met with members of the national and

local governments and the military as

part of its efforts to support the U’wa’s

demands. During 2006, capacity-training

workshops funded by re-grants from

Amazon Watch reached nearly 20 per-

cent of U’wa community members.

Meanwhile, the U’wa reject a call by the

Colombian government to participate in

“prior consultation” process, calling once

more for the cancellation of the

Siriri/Catleya oil project.  The U’wa present

the government with colonial land titles,

which they assert uphold their soil and

subsurface rights to their ancestral lands.

U’WA 

DEFENSE

PROJECT
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March

As Ecopetrol appears intent on push-
ing ahead with seismic testing,
Amazon Watch writes Colombian
President Alvaro Uribe to warn him
that the U’wa’s human and environ-
mental rights must be respected and
that the eyes of the international com-
munity are on his government.

May

Amazon Watch recruits 57 organiza-
tions in 12 countries calling on the
Colombian government to halt oil explo-
ration on the U’wa traditional territory.  

August

Amazon Watch meets with the
Colombian Ministry of the Interior to
support the U’wa in their insistence
that they want no part in negotiations

aimed at allowing Ecopetrol access to
their lands.  

September

Amazon Watch staff accompany four
U’wa leaders participating in an
International Human Rights Verification
Mission organized by ONIC, the nation-
al indigenous organization which inves-
tigated human rights issues among five
indigenous groups, including the U’wa.
Our staff plays a central role in strategy
sessions between the U’wa, UN human
rights observers, and local mayors, gov-
ernors, and military officers.

October

Amazon Watch helps organize the par-
ticipation of the U’wa to the Oilwatch
International Forum in Ecuador, thus
raising the profile of the U’wa peoples’

struggle for their lives, territory and
cultural autonomy in the international
arena.  Meanwhile the U’wa once
again refuse to participate in a “prior
consultation” process as they hand
over to the government a bundle of
historic land documents dating back to
colonial times proving their ownership.

December

Amazon Watch publicly warns
Ecopetrol and the Uribe administration
that plans to enter U’wa lands are a
breach of domestic and international
human rights accords.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Opposite page: Demonstration in Bogota in 
support of the U'wa people (ONIC)

Left photo: Young U'wa Woman 
(U'wa Traditional Authority)

Right photo: U'wa girl (Terrence Freitas)
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IIRSA

During 2006, Amazon Watch increasingly monitored IIRSA
(the Spanish and Portuguese acronym for the Integration of
Regional Infrastructure in South America scheme), a pan-
regional meta-development blueprint that threatens to
industrialize large areas of the Amazon. We also began
reaching out to sister groups in the region and local com-
munities in an effort to expand the alliance of organizations
working  to effectively oppose key IIRSA projects and
mobilize across national boundaries in a coordinated and
strategic way. Promoted by the Inter-American
Development Bank and Brazilian government, IIRSA pro-
poses a network of roads, ports, dams and other mega-
projects across the continent, threatening to adversely
impact local communities, plunge nations further into debt
and cause unsustainable environmental devastation. 

This initiative is aimed at raising awareness among
Californian and federal legislators, opinion leaders and finan-
cial and corporate decision makers about the climate change
implications of U.S. fossil fuel consumption from the Amazon
and the related upstream activities in tropical rainforest
regions.

Climate Change

The accelerating interplay between global warming and
deforestation in the Amazon basin is something that scien-
tists have been warning of for several years. Now, this
threat is also beginning to enter the popular consciousness,
thanks to growing media coverage. Amazon Watch, togeth-
er with our partner communities, plans to increasingly moni-
tor and publicize this problem making this issue an urgent
priority for national governments, international financial insti-
tutions and human society as a whole. We also plan to
advocate for long-terms solutions in curtailing deforestation,
including heavily restricting the sprawl of extractive indus-
tries into pristine areas, and decreasing U.S. reliance on
fossil fuels, in particular imports from the Amazon. We
believe that preserving and protecting the tropical rainforest
is critical to the broader policy solutions now urgently
required to stop global warming.

EMERGING PROGRAMS
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78%

Statement of Financial Activity

January 1 to December 31 2005 2006

INCOME
Foundation Grants 319,875 243,758
Foundation Grants Restricted 476,667
Funds for Partner Groups 20,154 88,388
Individual Donors 60,389 137,493
Organizations & Businesses 24,930 66,597
Investment Income 123
Unrealized loss on investments (388)

TOTAL INCOME $425,348 $1,012,638

EXPENSES
Program Services 319,654 445,411
Funds to Amazonian Groups 69,234 90,134
Total Program Services 388,888 535,545
Management 54,273 50,428
Fund Development 70,214 104,044

TOTAL EXPENSES $513,375 $690,017

Net Income $(88,027) $322,621

Net Assets on January 1 $233,472 $153,323

Net Assets on December 31 $153,323 $475,944

Net Assets on Dec 31 Include:
Cash Assets 45,274 114,276
Investments 10,280 
Prepaid Rent 6,568 6,568
Grants Receivable 100,000 340,300
Net Equipment Assets 1,481 4,520

TOTAL ASSETS $153,323 $475,944 

AMAZON WATCH FINANCIAL REPORT

INCOME 2006

EXPENSES 2006
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E-Tech International
EarthWays

Foundation

Jodie Evans 
Larry Fahn
Allison Fedrika
Scott Fitzmorris
S. David Freeman
Bill and Marianne

Gagen
Laura Garzon
Mimi and Richard

Gitlin
Matt Gleeson
Rabbi Dan Goldblatt
Stephanie Gonzales
Sue Goranson, CPA
Greg Gorman
Tashia Hales 
Kari Hamerschlag
Rev. Steve Harms
Maureen Haver
Paul Hawken
Randy Hayes
Julia Butterfly Hill 
Ilyse Hogue
Marika Holmgren
Tamar Hurwitz
Zachary Hurwitz
InkWorks Press
Mary Rose

Kaczorowski
Sean Karlin 
Laurie Kaufman
Dorka Keehn
Q’orianka Kilcher
Saskia Kilcher
Melinda Kramer
Joan Kruckewitt
Shiela Laffey
Chris Lehane
Carina Lieu
Rachael Lincoln
Harold Linde
Laura Loescher
Ariel Lopez

Sharon Lungo
Josh Mailman
Billy Marchese
Jerry Mander
Marianne Manilov
David Matchett 
Victor Menotti
Laura Miller
Amanda Moran
Leslie Morava
Ana Maria Murillo
Dang Ngo
Sarah Nicholson
Carmen Nogales
Amy Nomura 
Lora O’Connor
Todd Paglia
John Parnell,

Wavebridge
Communications

Juan Parras
Brian Parras
John Picone
Henry Pilar
Renata Pompelli
Project Bandaloop
John Quigley
Kelly Quirke
Radical Designs
John Radzik
Stephen Readmond
Bruce Robertson
Heather Rosmarin
David Rothschild
Amelia Rudolph
Monica Salazar
Alia Santini
Suzana Sawyer
Sureya Sayadi 
Ashley Schaeffer
Lisl Schoepflin
Benjamin Schonbrun
Kayana Scymczak

John Seed
Morgan Simon
Kirsten Sims
David Solnit 
Ashkan Soltani 
Roxana Soltani 
Courtney Taylor Eckel
Lynn and Bill Twist
Thomas Van Dyck
Violeta Villacorta
Aileen Warda
Nathalie Weemaels
Nadine Weil
Audrey Wells
Gregory Wendt
Megan Wiese
Jan Williamson
Shannon Wright
Deborah Zierten
Zara Zimbardo

And, finally, special
thanks to all of our
South American and
Amazonian partners
who stand on the
frontlines of this strug-
gle for life, land and
dignity. 

COLLABORATORS, VOLUNTEERS, AND CONTRACT STAFF
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Jaguar  
$100,000 and Up

Blue Moon Fund*
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Wallace Global Fund*

Harpy Eagle 
$50,000 to $99,000

The Moriah Fund*
The Richard and Rhoda Goldman

Fund

Anaconda
$25,000 to $49,999

American Jewish World Service*
Conservation Food & Health
The Overbrook Foundation
The Rausing Trust
Threshold Foundation

Pink River Dolphin
$10,000 to $24,999

Appleton Foundation
As You Sow Foundation
Giati Design
John Seed / EarthWays Foundation
Leonardo Dicaprio Charitable

Foundation
Mental Insight Foundation
Network for Social Change
Speckhard Knight Charitable

Foundation

Spider Monkey
$5,000 to $9,999

Anonymous
Anonymous
Benjamin Bratt
Corporate Ethics International
El Norte Foundation
Funding Exchange
Hans Schoepflin Trust (Sunflower

Fund)

Polly Howells
Institute for Figuring
Nadine Weil
Pachamama Alliance
Rachel and Ben Vaughan

Foundation
Rainforest Action Network
Raj and Helen Desai
The Bay and Paul Foundations
Vitaquest International

Kapok Tree  
$1,000 to $4,999

Amazon Alliance
Amnesty International
Russell Bass/Café de La Paz 
Andrew Beath
Calvert Social Investment

Foundation
John E. Dabrowski
Jane and John DeLury
Steven Donziger
Environmental Defense
Flora Foundation
Forest Peoples Programme
Jonathan Frieman
Friends Foundation
Global Green Grants
Daniel Greaney
Michael Hirschhorn
Sarah Jaffe
Jeremy Kagan
Lowepro
Raymond McGlamery
Jonas M. Minton & Julie Carrasco

Minton
Daryoush Nourafchan
Jenny Overman
Pacific Connections
Daniel Pelsinger and Daniel

Matarozzi
Mark Rabine
Bruce Robertson

Peter Rosmarin
Heather Rosmarin
Atossa Soltani
Dwight Taylor
The Furthur Foundation
Jeanne Trombly
Bill and Lynne Twist
Vista Clara Films

Tree Frog
$500 to $999

John Aird
James Blickenstaff
Karie Brown
Scott Byron
Francisco Canales
Linda and Ron Cavanagh
Contra Costa Labor Council
Joanne and Terry Dale
Jeffrey Goldberg/CaliBamboo 
Paul Hawken
I Do Foundation
Axa Rosenberg / JP Morgan Chase
Terry and Carolyn Koenig
Todd Laby
Jeffrey Leifer
David and Melinda Malin
Neil McDaniel
Natural Capital Institute
Bryan Neuberg
Pennie Opal Plant and Michael

Horse
Pro Natura
Public Communications Inc.
Lisl Schoepflin
Jeroen Vos
Fredrick C. Welty

River Spirits
$100 to $499

Suzanne Abel
Paul and Elaine Accampo

Bea Agins
Mary Altman
Amazon Herb Co
David Anderson
Elinor Averyt
Back to Earth
Amy Barr
Dan Bienenfield
Kyla Black
Diana Bohn
Craig Boyler
Weitz Brothers
John and Jean Brousseau
Brower Fund / Casa Mengistu
Allen Brown
Lindsay Brown
Adam Browning
Michael Brune
Scott Bryan
Joan Buchanan
Ellen Burke
Harry Burstein
Andre Carothers
Thomas Cavanagh
Michael Cavanagh
Victoria Charles
Robert and Jenny Chartoff
Barbara Chase
Tim and Susan Christoffersen
Dana Clark
Cindy Cohn
Lawrence Axil Comras
Contra Costa Building and

Construction Trades Council
Linn and David Coombs
Lafcadio Cortesi
Debra and Andy Crist
Barbara Critchlow
David Crowford
Will Cunningham
Adriana Dakin
Coptervision 

AMAZON WATCH SUPPORTERS IN 2006
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Kathleen Delaney
Pen Densham
Dolphin Foundation
Ana Maria Murillo
Robert Edwards
Evans/McDonough Company
Ramin and Parvin Faramarzi
Adriana Farkouh
Scott Fitzmorris
Cathleen Fogel
Lindsey Ford
David Freeman
Friendship House Association of

American Indians
Marianne Gagen
William Gagen
Margaret Georgopulos
Kathleen Gildred
Global Impact
Goldman Fund - Matching Funds
Robert Goodland
David Gordon
Harlan Gordon
Green Planet Films, Inc
Claire Greensfelder
Charles M. Gross
Shanti Guillozet
Gregory Hahn
Kari Hamerschlag
Rebecca Harris
Gina Harris
Woodland Hastings
Sarah Haynes
Tonya Hennessey
Henry Jackson High School
Mark Hesse
Eric Hoffman
Carol Hoover
Lucy Jane Hurt
Tamar Hurwitz

Peter James
Tony Jenkins
Ajit Joshi
Tedd Judd and Roberta Deboard
Donald Kagan
Elias Karras
Jolie Kasynski
Katrina Frey/Frey Vineyards
Laurie Kaufman
Nathan Kesteven
Kevin Koenig
Kathleen Kramer
Jennifer Krill
Forest Ethics
Michael Kuehnert
Keith P. Laby
Anjali Lakhwara
Marie and Ken Larson
Francisco Letelier
Lorin Lindner
Raymond Link
Marcie & Eric Lister
Laura Loescher
Daniel Lustig
MiriamMahier
Juliette Majot
MAM Wealth Management
Jerry Mander
Brandt Mannchen
Edward and Anita Marshall
Linette Martinez
Michelle Martinez
Anne Mason
Marisa Mastroianni
David Matchett
Christopher McLeod
Thomas McVey
Daniela Meltzer
Jeff Mendelsohn
Thomas and Patricia Miller

Holly Moesher
Nicholas Morgan
Emily Neuman
Olivia Neville Smith
Andrew Nielsen
Robert M. Olian
Lucky Otting
Woodward Payne
David Perez
Diane Perry
Robert and Lauri Plattner
Mark Davis Polland
Erin Lee Porter
Richard S. Price
Project Bandaloop
John Quigley
Tao Radoczy
Bonnie Raitt
Mark Randazzo
Andrew Rasmussen
Michael P. Restko
Anastassios Retzios
Rockwood Leadership Fund
David Rosenstein
Lauri Rosmarin
David Rothschild
Laurie Rowley
Lloyd and Susanne Rudolph
Gia Rudolph Savarese
Jasmin Saidi
Rosalba Salazar
Diana Sanson
Kamela Sargent
Raman Sargoni
Suzana Sawyer
Benjamin Schonbrun
Kipp Schrage
Anore Shaw
Beth Singer
Valerie Sklarevsky

Ashkan Soltani
Specialty Alarm Engineer
Robert Stack
Kathleen M. Stack
Marie-Elisabeth Steindamm
Courtney Taylor
Ava Thomas
Tides Foundation
Robert Tindall
Zoe Tryon
United Steel Workers
USW Local 675
Behrouz Vafa and Mary Jane Van

Loon
Sarah Vaill
Natalia Van Zelm
Victory Travel
Daniel Viele
Aileen Warda
Roger Weaver
Dewy Webster
Laura Wells
Gregory Wendt
Max Wilcox
Roger Williams
Jan Williamson
Shannon Wright
Anna Zalik
Gina Zappia

And a very special thanks to our
hundreds of grassroots supporters
whose contributions help make the
critical work of Amazon Watch pos-
sible.

* Giving level reflects a 
multi-year pledge, of which some
funds were dispersed 
in 2006.

Printed on 100% Post-Consumer Recycled Paper, Process Chlorine Free.
Printing by Inkworks Press. Design by Design Action Collective. Union Labor

SUPPORTERS (CONTINUED)
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SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
PROTECTING THE AMAZON RAINFOREST

w w w w. a m a z o n w a t c h . o r g
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Main office:
One Hallidie Plaza, Suite 402

San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel: 415-487-9600
Fax: 415-487-9601

Southern California office:
P.O. Box 2421

Malibu, CA 90265
Tel: 310-456-9158

Fax: 310-456-0388

Washington, DC office:
1350 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 1100

Washington, DC 20010
Tel: 202-785-3962
Fax: 202-355-7570

SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
PROTECTING THE AMAZON RAINFOREST

w w w w. a m a z o n w a t c h . o r g

Achuar territory, Pastaza, Peru  (Nathalie W
eem

aels)
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